
Be Stoic

ICASE Feb 3, , 2023

The word stoic means a person who meets 
difficulties in life with patience and acceptance.



         Hi Everyone!!

I am Jill Lambert

Director of Student 
Services

Greenwood Community 
Schools

Twitter: @jclambert33

Email: 
jlambert@gws.k12.in.us
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Examine your traditions….
Build your habits….



Our Time Together
“We cannot allow average to 
become our standard”

01. Discord Over Discipline

02. Moving from “Me” to “We” 

03. The Interactive Process…..
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All Groups have Predictable Dynamics

Task Relationship

Certainty Ambiguity

    Detail Big Picture

Autonomy Collaboration
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Lipton & Wellman
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“Choosing our own comfort over hard 
conversations is the epitome of privilege, 
and it corrodes trust and moves us away 

from meaningful and lasting change”

Brene Brown



How Does Indiana respond to Student 
Behavior? (19/20)
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ISS (3.9%)

African American- 7.2

Hispanic-3.9

Multiracial- 5.4

Native American-4.9

White- 3.2

Econ Disad- 5.1

ELL-2.9

SWD-5.7

OSS (5.2%)

African American-14.1

Hispanic-4.5

Multiracial-7.5

Native American- 5.4

White-3.6

Econ Disad- 7.3

ELL-3.4

SWD-9.1

School-Related Arrests

951

Referrals to Law Enforcement

173

Discipline Referrals

171,118

https://youtu.be/Z9I4jWLEPzg


52%
Of Teachers say that student 

discipline is a major source of 
friction between the 

teacher/principal relationship

24%
Of Principals say that student 
discipline is a major source of 

friction-teacher/principal 
relationship

Managing Discord Over Discipline
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Let’s Collaborate: Does your school have unified expectations throughout your culture regarding how 
the adults treat their students and families? 
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https://youtu.be/zP9jpxitfb4


Confidence allows room to be 
wrong

Allows space for feedback

You know who you are
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Confidence NOT Arrogance

Feeling threatened

Becoming defensive

Smokescreen for insecurity

Deflecting/preventing others from 
challenging you
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Understand this right now……..

Your actions today won’t give you the results you are looking for tomorrow. 

If you want to reach your biggest goals, you need to do 2 things:

1. Stay urgent in your daily actions
2. Be patient and understand it’s going to take time.

You have to be aggressive in pursuing your goals through the actions you take every day…. 
And… you have to understand that any great achievement is going to take longer than you 
think….
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Master the Skill of 
Aggressive Patience
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When I first started 
teaching I believed 
______________,

But now I 
believe________________

_______



The Interactive Process (the case conference)

“We have to be vigilant about 
creating a culture in which people 

feel safe, seen, heard, and 
respected.” -Brene Brown
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Building your safe container…..

How can you create a structure for 
your staff that creates the needed 
safety?
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Needs        Goals            Provisions                 Location (LRE)



Whether you like it 
or not, you always 
have your “work 

hat” on…

Honor- always 
honor the person 

who held this 
position before 

you.

 Give someone a 
helping hand- 
help that next 

person.

● Check your ego- it’s 
the expectation to win 

the day- no one is 
handing out applause.

● Humble yourself to 
follow someone else’s 

lead
● You have to be a great 

follower before you can 
be an effective leader

Words of Wisdom
“It’s your job to win the day” 

“Before there is reality- there is mentality”

 Moving from “me” to “we”
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Continuous Improvement



Thank you!
WIN the Day!
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https://youtu.be/0eE_rbi2quw

